The St Catherine’s wheel
turns; we do not stand still.
We are ambitious and we
invite you to Create the
Future.
St Catherine’s was founded in
1885 and is now an internationally
known leading girls’ school.
As we have grown, buildings
and facilities have been added
over successive decades.
Most recently the wonderful
Anniversary Halls have enriched
the girls’ drama, music and sports
performance immeasurably. This
has been made possible through
the generosity of the community.

Imagine
Experiment
Belong
Create

Our goal now is to ensure
continued success by developing
the School’s strengths and
attracting the very best girls and
staff.
The Governors and teachers have
prioritised future developments
and we invite you to review
these. To Create the Future for
St Catherine’s we will need the
financial support of the whole
community.
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Create the Future

Belong
6th Form

Imagine
INSPIRING
teachers

Prep Science

Create
Art and MakerSpace

EXCEPTIONAL
students

ASPIRATIONAL
facilities

Extending our current building to
create additional spaces full of natural
light; for fine art, ceramics, textiles,
design technology, and an extended
photographic studio. A studio will be
reserved for senior girls’ independent
work in fine art.

A re-designed Science lab specifically
created for collaborative work and
experimentation, offering girls aged
4 to 11 the chance to unleash their
imagination. The space will match the
curiosity of our girls to explore the world
around them, helping them understand
how it works.
Architects:................... Labform
Due for completion:... Sept 2017
Projected cost:........... £65,000

Architects:....................TBC
Due for completion:....2019
Projected cost:............£1m

The completion dates of these projects are dependent on your support.

A modern building to replace the
current Warren and Barbara Platt
accommodation, creating a vibrant
space for day girls and boarders.
To provide generous boarding
accommodation, bright bathrooms and
a spacious common room.
Architects:....................IID
Due for completion:....2019
Projected cost:............£8m

High
ACHIEVERS

Experiment
The CATalyst

A new teaching space dedicated to
science, technology, maths, digital learning,
independent reading and research. Senior
girls deserve an inspirational space that
meets their aspirations as the coders,
engineers and geneticists of the future.
Ideas will collide, interact and fuse across
the sciences as girls experiment and learn.
Architects:....................TBC
Due for completion:....2022
Projected cost:............£10m

To discuss how you can donate to Create the Future at
St Catherine’s, please contact Pippa Carte, Development Director
on +44 (0)1483 899754 or email pippa.carte@stcatherines.info
www.stcatherines.info

Independent
THINKERS

Social
CONTRIBUTORS

